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Abstract. The current efforts to reduce the carbon footprint throughout the chain in the 

automotive industry by increased use of recycled materials poses new challenges for materials 

production and their use. The increase of steel scrap fraction in the current primary steel making 

processes, used for producing steel sheet metal for automotive components, possibly affects the 

material properties variability beyond the limits observed in the materials produced today despite 

mitigating actions in steel production. In this paper material variability increase was modelled 

by selecting deterministic values outside the range of the material grade used to design and 

manufacture an automotive part. The values were selected from an experimental data set 

representing the cold rolled mild steels material class range. The effects were studied numerically 

on a reverse engineered model of an existing automotive part production process. It was found 

that the manufacturing feasibility in this particular case is mainly affected by the weighted 

average plastic strain ratio and less by the degree of planar anisotropy. 

1.  Introduction 

The decarbonization of steel sheet metal production process introduces new challenges for the 

automotive part production process. Especially, the recyclability component, the effort to increase the 

steel scrap in the primary steel making process produces increased variability intervals for certain 

residual elements outside the levels currently found in the chemistry of iron ore-based liquid steel 

making. It is expected that increased chemistry variability will increase the mechanical properties 

variability of the sheet metal products like plastic work hardening, anisotropy and total elongation, 

although extra efforts in the steel production will mitigate these effects. Consequently, the need of 

adding a material variability evaluation [1] as a feasibility step in the automotive part process 

development becomes more and more relevant. 

Currently, the development of industrial forming processes in practice is based on a unique set of 

representative material properties of the selected material grade and the forming process robustness 

analysis is done by evaluation of variations of forming process parameters. Incorporation of material 

scatter as part of feasibility evaluation of the forming process robustness is a topic of scientific research. 

There are not yet established methodologies on how to perform such an analysis. Identification of the 

most relevant material parameters and their numerical implementation and automated variation is still 
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scientifically questioned, see e.g. [2]. Further the availability of representative data sets of material 

properties is limited especially due to the mismatch between the number of parameters included in 

international norms for product specifications and the parameters used to model the material behaviour 

of sheet metal materials. The materials included in this study are part of the cold rolled mild steels class 

with mechanical properties specified in international standards in transverse to rolling direction [3]. 

These materials have significant processing related anisotropy of the mechanical properties and 

numerous previous studies have proven that accurate predictions of their behaviour require models 

incorporating parameters determined at least in two more directions (parallel and diagonal with respect 

to rolling direction) [4]. 

In this paper a study of material variability effect on part make-ability of an automotive part 

component is presented. A cold rolled mild steel material data set is used with the material parameters 

measured in the three main directions mentioned in the previous paragraph. First, the material 

parameters variability is discussed. Next, a methodology of defining output parameters of a forming 

process is introduced. A forming process working window-based approach is used to evaluate and 

compare quantitatively material and process parameter effects. This method was chosen over the 

bounding approach on strain distribution presented in [1] to align better with how press shops tend to 

evaluate robustness which is by establishing a process window. 

2.  Materials, experimental methods and finite element models 

Standard uniaxial tensile testing (ISO 6892-1) was used to determine the material parameters included 

in this study. Each entry in the data base represents a set of tensile tests performed in the three main 

directions, parallel, diagonal and transverse to rolling direction, machined from a sheet metal blank of 

approx. 500 x 500 mm2. Each sheet metal blank was cut from one cold rolled hot dip galvanized coil. 

The coils were produced over several years at Tata Steel (IJmuiden steelworks) integrated steel plant. 

Material card parameters were generated with the procedure describe in reference [4]. The material cards 

are composed of plastic work hardening curves with strain rate hardening dependence, Vegter 2007 

yield locus and Tata Steel forming limit curve models. 

The finite element model was reverse engineered from measurements of an existing automotive part 

manufacturing process. The surfaces of the tools of the finite element model of the door inner automotive 

panel [5] were based on 3D tool surface digitization using a HandySCAN 700 from Creaform. The 

trapped blank and draw panels were stamped at the stamping plant of Volvo Cars in Olofström. The 

model incorporates the tooling kinematics of the used mechanical press. The draw in measurements 

were performed using the same HandySCAN 700. The tribology system was modelled using the 

TriboForm friction model. All finite element simulations were performed using AutoFormplus R10. 

Model accuracy was verified using strain measurements similar to the procedure presented in [6]. 

3.  Results 

Figure 1 illustrates material parameter requirements for the cold rolled mild steel grades CR1 to CR5 as 

specified by [3] and experimental distributions for the tensile strength (a) and the plastic strain ratio (r-

value) at 20% strain. The parameters are specified and measured in a direction transverse to rolling 

direction. The distributions are constructed using experimental data collected over several years of 

material production. The data set contains 1000 points for the CR5 and CR4, 200 points for CR3, 135 

points for CR2 and 83 points for CR1. The presented data was modelled in order to allow for direct 

comparisons of data sets with different population sizes. The data in Fig.1 illustrates that the material 

variability of the mild steels is significant, but falls well within the specification limits. 

Data normalization was used in order to facilitate direct comparisons of the individual material 

parameters variability. An example of the data normalization procedure for the two material parameters 

from Fig. 1 and the CR4 material grade is presented in Fig. 2. Data from Fig. 2a and 2b was normalized 

relative to the norm specification values – a mean tensile strength of 300 MPa respectively the minimum 

r-value specification of 1.9 (Fig. 2c). Normalizing the data relative to mean values of each parameter 

from the data set, 292 MPa mean tensile strength and 2.5 mean r-value, is presented in Fig. 2d. The 
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relative variations (total range i.e. min-max) of the tensile strength and r-value are respectively 12% and 

45% of the mean. The min-max range is based on isolated outliers presenting worst case scatter and 

selected with the purpose of enforcing maximum variability. 

The variability of tensile test data parameters required for determination of the material card 

parameters [4] is presented in Fig. 3. Determination of the parameters of the Vegter 2017 planar 

anisotropic yield locus requires the material tensile strength (Rm) the uniform tensile elongation (Ag) 

and r-value (r) in the three main directions relative to the rolling direction. Subscripts 00, 45 and 90 

indicate respectively the parallel, diagonal and transverse orientations of the tensile test specimens 

relative to the material rolling direction. The Forming Limit Curve (FLC) model requires the total 

elongation (A80) and the r-value. Fig. 3 illustrates that the relative variation of the r-values is 

significantly larger as compared to the relative variations of the other parameters. This corresponds to 

earlier work [1] where scatter in anisotropy was shown to have a larger effect on strains than scatter in 

hardening. 

 

 
Figure 1. Graphical representation of material parameters specification limits – min and max for 

tensile strength Rm (a) and, respectively, min for plastic strain ratio r90/20 (b) according to VDA-239-

100 and stylised examples of measured parameters distributions represented as distributions with 

limits at 5 and 95% respectively. 

 

 
Figure 2. CR4 transverse direction tensile strength (a) and r-value (b) variations on absolute scales, 

(c) the variations relative to the material specification values and (d) relative to mean experimental 

values. 

 

The determination of the output parameter of the FE model is described in Fig. 4. Local draw in was 

calculated as the local distance between the trapped blank edge and formed part edge (blue and red lines 

respectively in Fig. 4a) in a direction normal to the trapped blank edge. The corresponding draw in 

distribution along the trapped blank contour is presented in Fig. 4b. The draw in is not uniform. The 
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local variations are due to the combined effect of blank and part geometries, material flow restraining 

and material plastic deformation. 

 

 
Figure 3. Mild steel vs. CR4 relative variations of the experimental material parameters values used 

as input for the Tata Steel models for material card for FEM. 

 

As forming process output parameter an interval along the trapped blank contour (black line in Fig. 

4a) between 1000 and 2500 mm in Fig 4b was used. The selected region concentrates on the 

experimental and modelled response to experimental and model parameters variations in the upper right 

area of the part with the orientation as in Fig. 4a. The mean draw in was calculated for this interval for 

various experimental and numerical conditions. In Fig. 5a is presented the experimental and predicted 

mean draw in variations as a function of the applied blank holder force. The two sets of experimental 

points labelled as Exp 1 respectively Exp 2 in Fig. 5a. were calculated from panels from two series 

production runs. There was a 4 year time interval between the two sets of data. The material batches 

were different. The material parameters used for the model represent mean CR4 values. A good 

agreement between measured and predicted draw in can be observed in a blank holder force interval 

between 1200 and 2000 kN. Linear regression (dashed lines) was used to estimate the experimental and 

modelled mean draw in variation sensitivity to global blank holder force variation. The two experiments 

(Exp 1 and 2) have 10 and respectively 7 mm / 1000 kN decrease rate of the draw in with increasing 

blank holder force. The FE model predicts a higher blank holder force effect of 13 mm / 1000 kN 

decrease. 

A material parameter variability study was further performed using the model settings from Fig. 5a. 

A qualitative working window is suggested as in Fig. 5b. Too low blank holder force results in high 

draw in. The part geometrical quality deteriorates below a certain value of the applied blank holder 

force. The material experiences insufficient tension during part drawing and consequently the material 

is locally compressed and insufficiently stretched resulting in buckling and geometrical deviations (Fig. 

5c). Too high blank holder force prevents normal material flow into the die cavity resulting in splitting 

(Fig. 5d). Situations with both increased risks of buckles and splits might occur. It is expected that parts 

without defects are realized for the combination of blank holder force and draw in within the polygon 

represented with the green continuous line in Fig. 5b. Obviously the draw in is not an input parameter 

like blank holder force. Furthermore, it is (partly) governed by the blank holder force, but it does 

represent a process average of strain level and distribution for mild steel. 

Material parameters effects on draw in and the corresponding blank holder force effect were studied 

for four sets of r-values. They are represented as points in Fig. 6 together with several domains of the 

weighted average plastic strain ratio (rm) [7] and degree of planar anisotropy parameter (Δr) [7] pair plot 

of r-value data from Fig. 3. The CR4 point is in the centre of the CR4 domain and represents mean r-

values of this material grade. The maximum Δr is a point at the border of the mild steel material domain, 

outside the CR4 domain. The rm1 represents the mean values of the CR1 domain and the rm2 represents 

the set of r-values corresponding to the minimum weighted average plastic strain ratio rm of the mild 
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steel. The draw in of the max Δr variant is practically equal to that of the mean CR4 grade at the same 

blank holder force settings. At 1800 kN significantly lower draw in as compared to CR4 are predicted 

for the rm1 and rm2 cases. The simulations of these two situations predict part splitting. The simulation 

with a blank holder force of 1500 kN predicts a part without defects for the rm1 case. The draw in 

increases with reduction of the blank holder force with a rate similar to that of CR4. The simulation with 

a blank holder force of 1200 kN for rm2 predicts both splitting and buckles. The rate of decrease of the 

draw in with increasing blank holder force is 10 mm / 1000 kN, lower as compared to the CR4 case. No 

blank holder force working window was found for the rm2 case. 

 

 
Figure 4. (a) Example of a formed panel and its outer contour (red line), the trapped blank contour 

(blue line) and the draw in region (light green area). Thick black line represents focus area. (b) The 

draw in distribution along the trapped blank contour. Capital letters indicate positions of sharp 

features on the trapped blank edge in (a) and the corresponding positions along the contour length in 

(b). 

 

 
Figure 5. (a) Experimental (Exp 1 and 2) and modelled (FEM) draw in variation as a function of 

blank holder force. (b) Suggested working window. (c) Example of buckles. (d) Example of splits. 

 

4.  Discussion 

The data presented in Fig. 1 illustrate general trends for produced material variability while comparing 

the material grades from the mild steel material class individually. The median of the material strength 

increases from CR5 (the most soft and formable material grade) towards CR1 (a general purpose mild 
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steel). At the same time the measured interval, i.e. the difference between the maximum and minimum 

values, increases, the strength variability of CR1 is larger as compared to the strength variability of CR5. 

Similarly to material strength a gradual variation of the median and of the maximum value are visible 

for the experimental values of the plastic strain ratio (the r-value). The minimum values for the CR4 and 

CR5 grades are nearly equal to the corresponding grade specifications suggesting that the observed 

variability is representative while increasing the number of observations. For the CR2 and CR3 the 

minimum values are significantly larger as compared to the material specification. Whether this 

observation is representative or biased due to relatively reduced sets of data as compared to much larger 

data sets for the CR4 and CR5 requires further investigations. 

 

 
Figure 6. (a) Pair plot of the relative variations of the weighted average plastic strain ratio (rm) and 

degree of planar anisotropy parameter (Δr) and the points selected for the analysis. (b) Predicted draw 

in and blank holder force variation of the draw in for the labelled points from (a). 

 

It is important to realize that the material properties are specified in transverse direction while the 

material behaviour of mild steels is anisotropic. As a consequence, the anisotropy variability also needs 

to be considered as suggested by the data from Fig. 6. The relatively large component, the outer edge 

draw in of the door inner automotive part, appears to be less sensitive to variations of the degree of 

planar anisotropy parameter (Δr). However, for industrial forming applications where the tolerances of 

the positions of the edges of circular apertures are important it is expected that Δr plays a significantly 

more important role as high values of Δr are associated with significant modifications of the shape of 

round apertures during forming. 

The current way of specifying material properties for anisotropic material grades for industrial 

applications practically allow further increase in produced material variability, both for the parameters 

in the specified direction (transverse to rolling direction in the case of mild steels) as well as for the 

properties in other directions. The current philosophy used in producing materials while maintaining 

properties within specified ranges results in essence in a normal distribution. The focus of material 

manufacturing process control is on limiting the distribution variance while maintaining the mean of the 

distribution at a cost-effective level and preventing production of non-conforming material and the 

associated scrap. Material chemistry modifications associated to increased recycled content will most 

probably need thermomechanical processing adjustments to keep the parameters specified in the norms 

within the specified intervals. Further work is ongoing aimed at evaluation of variability of specified 

material properties and associated anisotropy. 

The heuristic approach used in this paper to select extreme values (somewhat akin to [1]) for the 

input data for the yield locus model variability study can be further extended to a systematic based study. 

The working window suggested in Fig. 5b could be determined by systematic variations of the 10 

parameters in Fig. 3. The number of independent parameters can further be reduced by performing pair 

correlation studies of the experimental data set while accounting for the significant differences in the 
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size of the populations of the mild steel material grades available data sets. At the same time such future 

studies need to consider practical aspects related to limitations on current implementation of automated 

individual and correlated parameter variation available in the finite element software. The data presented 

in this paper suggests that the door inner model has relative low sensitivity to variations of the degree 

of planar anisotropy parameter (Δr) while it is highly sensitive to the weighted average plastic strain 

ratio (rm). The authors are further investigating whether this is a general or part location or part specific 

conclusion. 

The differences of draw in variation due to modification of the blank holder pressure between 

experimental data and FE model (Fig. 5a) illustrate that in general the real process has lower process 

control capability than the virtual FE model. The origin of this difference is primarily the way the blank 

holder pressure is applied during the forming operation. The FE model used in this study has initially a 

uniform distribution of blank holder pressure while in the real process this distribution usually deviates 

from uniformity due to elastic effects associated to tool material properties and geometry and die and 

press construction [8]. The consequence is that the working window of the real process is expected to 

be lower as compared to the working window predicted by a FE analysis, the real process has lower 

capability to correct material variability via a global control. The process control strategy for both the 

experiment and FE model presented in this paper is based on global control parameter variation, the 

total blank holder force. However, the real processes have possibilities of local restraining control. The 

balance blocks used in the real die construction allow local reduction of contact pressure and might be 

used to solve local splitting issues. At the same time these blocks cause local insensitivity to blank holder 

force thus reducing global controllability of the process. When adding deformable tools in the FE model 

this could also be simulated and the simulated trend should be closer to the experimental one. Process 

control capabilities evaluation including local control is a subject for future studies. When pressure 

varies strongly over the die surfaces the importance of pressure sensitive friction models increases 

[6,8,9]. 

The experimental validation of the material performance and the corresponding working window 

qualitatively proposed in this study could be realized by monitoring the edge position of the formed part 

in-line during series production with an appropriate optical measurement system. Once the correlation 

between the draw in and part quality is experimentally validated the draw in could be used for automated 

process control of forming processes. Much literature on this is available, e.g. [10][11]. The absolute 

values of the draw in magnitude (20 – 90 mm range) and draw in variation (~10 mm range) presented 

in Fig. 4b and Fig. 5a respectively can further be used for defining requirements for the blank and part 

edge monitoring systems. From a dimension monitoring point of view measuring linear displacements 

in a range up to 100 mm with 0.1 mm accuracy would provide practically useful data sets for both 

evaluation of experimental working windows as well as for FE modelling validation purposes. 

5.  Conclusions 

In this paper material variability effects were modelled deterministically by selecting values inside and 

outside the range of the CR4 material grade used to design and manufacture an automotive part. The 

values were selected from an experimental data set representing the cold rolled mild steels material class 

range. It was found that the manufacturing feasibility is mainly affected by the weighted average plastic 

strain ratio and less by the degree of planar anisotropy. The results illustrate that variability extending 

outside the range of the material grade used to design and manufacture the component can affect the 

performance of the automotive part manufacturing process. A qualitative working window accounting 

for variability is proposed, that could be numerically quantitative determined by performing a systematic 

material parameter variation study. Defining the strategy for parameter selection and variation requires 

further investigations aimed at independent parameter reduction using correlation studies while aligning 

with available implementations in FE packages for systematic material parameters variation. 

The observed significantly lower blank holder force control effect on draw in of the experiments as 

compared to the finite element model response is expected to be representative for forming process as 

it reflects the difference between ideal and real processes. The results presented in this paper illustrate 
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that the process control capability of real processes is reduced as compared to the virtual FE model and 

consequently the actual working window is expected to be smaller. Further comparisons of other real 

processes and their FE models could provide empirical correction factors that could be used during 

future process activities aimed at developing robust forming processes. 
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